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HE EAST GRINSTEAD SOCIETY
The Society was founded in 1968 to protect and improve the amenities of
East Grinstead and its environs. The town has a long history and a unique
architectural heritage, entrusted for the time being to the hands of our generation. It should be our concern that such contributions as we in our turn
make are worthy of the past and a fitting bequest to the future.
The Society arranges regular talks, discussions, films and visits. It produces a Bulletin of its news and of articles of local interest two or three times
a year. in 1969 it produced a report on the High Street Conservation Area
which was well received as the basis for future policy. It is also very active
in making representations to the local authorities on planning matters. With
the re-organisation of local government its importance as a watchdog has increased. It has held five exhibitions, published a book of reminiscences, a
town trail and three sets of postcards reproducing old photographs of the town,
restored the churchyard railings and established a Town Museum in conjunction
with the Town Council.
The Society is registered as a charity. It is registered with the Civic Trust,
a member of the Sussex Federation of Amenity Societies and affiliated to the
Sussex Archaeological Society. A copy of its constitution is available on
request.
MEMBERSHIP
The strength of such a Society lies in the extent to which it can be seen to
represent public opinion; the larger its membership the greater its influence.
The subscription is 75 new mce a year (additional members in s e family
25), to be renewed every yar
' - on 1 January, except by those joining at or
after the previous A. G.M. Subscriptions, preferably by banker's order,
should be sent to the Treasurer, Barclays Bank, East Grinstead.
PRESIDENT

G.JOHNSON SMITH, MP.

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
Chairman
Vice-Chairman
Hon.Treasurer
Hon. Secreta

C.E.HARTLAND, F.R.I.B.A.,
M.J.LEPPARD, M.A. (Press Correspondent, Editor)
A.C.COMBER, A.I..
Miss V.G.F.EMMENS

.3ERRY; J.CARPENTER, C.Eng., M.I.C.E., M.I.Struct.E.; L.GAYTON;
C. W.GOOLDEN; Mrs K.M.JEFFER[ES, B.Sc. (Membership Secretary);
D.G.JOYCE, F.R.I.B.A.; Mrs J.RUSHMAN; P.D.WOOD, F.R.I.C.S.
CORRESPONDENCE
All official correspondence should be sent to the appropriate officer,
Barclays Bank, East Grinstead. Subscriptions should be sent to the
Treasurer, notices of change of address and queries about subscriptions
to the Membership Secretary, correspondence about the Museum, matter
do

for the Bulletin and requests for publications to the Chairman, all cL
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correspondence to the Honorary Secretary.
PUBLICATIONS
Permission to reproduce anything from this Bulletin must be sought from
the Editor. Unsigned contributions are the work of the Editor or officers.
Opinions in signed articles are not necessarily those of anyone but their
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THE BULLETIN OF THE EAST GRINSTEAD SOCIETY No. 25 December 1978
'It is impossible to imagine East Grinstead without the East Grinstead Society
our President, Mr G.Johnson Smith, M.P., opening our tenth anniversary exhibition.
EDITORIAL
As a result of the ever-increasing delays in producing our Bulletins (with an
unfortunate but unavoidable two months gap last time between the handing in of
the copy and eventual issue to members, for which we apologise sincerely) it
has been deciec! to issue this number for December (rather than September, as
announced) and to concentrate in it on getting all our news up-to-date, reserving
longer and more general articles for our next issue. It is hoped that our
patient readers will understand the difficulties inherent in voluntary efforts of
this kind and that we may be able to return to the prompter publication which
we managed in our earliest years.
OFFICERS AND COMMITTEE
At the Annual General Meeting Mr C.E.Hartland was elected CHAIRMAN and
Mr M.J.Leppard VICE-CHAIRMAN, Miss V.G.F.Emmens was appointed
SECRETARY and Mr A.C.Comber re-appointed TREASURER. We welcome new
Committee members Mrs K.M.Jefferies (Membership Secretary), Mr. J.
Carpenter and Mr L.Gayton and thank those who resigned or were not reelected: Mr B.W.Divall, Mr D.G.Jefferies, Cr R.E.S.Miller and Mrs T.
Valiance. We are glad that all four will continue to serve the Society in
various ways.
The Committee met on 14 June, 26 July, 6 September, 26 October (when
the various office-holders and sub-committees were appointed for the year)
and 6 December. Next meeting: 10 January.
MEMBERSHIP
Thanks very largely to the hard work of our Membership Secretary Mrs
K.M.Jefferies membership now stands at a record 406, an increase of some
20% during the year and about 2% of the town's population.
All members are reminded that subscriptions become due for renewal on
1 January every year, 75 n.p. per member (additional members in same family 25), payable at meetings or by post to Mrs Jefferies, 36 Portland Road.
JUNIOR MEMBERSHIP: The most senior of our 14 junior members, Mark Berry,
is working hard as Chairman of a newly-formed Junior Membership SubCommittee to encourage young people to join the Society and share its
activities. Already he has mounted a display at our tenth anniversary exhibition and in the Public Library to arouse interest and made useful contacts
with the junior branch of the Natural History Society. There are plans for
practical activity in the Christmas holiday. Moreover Mark is to be warmly congratulated on winning a £25 prize in a national competition with an
account of his one-man fight to preserve open space at Eden Vale.
OBITUARY: We regret to record the death of our member Mrs Joan Webb
(widow of Geoffrey Webb the glass painter) whose generosity helped finance
the establishment of our Museum.
COVER PICTURE: The late gasworks water tower (see p.15)
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MEETING S
LINGFIELD was the subject on 21 June of a valuable talk based on much original
research by Mr P.J.Gray its resident historian.
BUILDING SURVEYING was the subject of two films and a talk by our member
Mr B.Nash-Wortharn on 19 July.
MEMBERS' CONCERNS were usefully discussed on 20 September, after a brief
talk by Mr M . J . Leppard on the Society's mandate. This seemed an acceptable last-minute substitute for a speaker daunted by a rail strike declared
earlier in the day and now happily rebooked for 17 January.
THE ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING on 19 October transacted all the usual business, including the customary free discussion of issues of local moment. The
President paid tribute to the work as Chairman over the last 4 1 years of Mr
M . J. Leppard and he in turn thanked all those officers and others whose cooperation had kept the Society running. A much-appreciated extra was a videotape on four local buildings made by Mr D.Kirk and Mr M.J.Berry.
ASPECTS OF LOCAL ECCLESIASTICAL HISTORY were reviewed by Mr M .J.
Leppard on 15 November with the aid of slides specially taken by Mr D.G.
Jefferies. Since it was very much based on research still in progress those
who asked for some of it to be written up may have a long wait but it formed
the basis for an enterprising feature in the East Grinstead Observer for 14
December.
THE PRE-CHRISTMAS PARTY on 13 December, ably organised by Kate and
Dennis Jefferies, proved the enjoyable success we all knew it would be.
OUTINGS: A small party of members thoroughly enjoyed a day's visit to the
Houses of Parliament arranged by our President and M.P. in June. Unfortunately the outings proposed to Faversham and to the Weald and Downland Open
Air Museum had to be cancelled for lack of sufficient takers. It would be appreciated if members would send their ideas for objects and dates for outings to
the Programme Secretary, Mr D.G.Jefferies, 36 Portland Road (24775) so
that the risk of disappointment may be minimised in 1979.
NEXT MEETING: 17 January Mr R. Thorne of the G.L.C. Historic Buildings
Division and the Victorian Society on Victorian Pubs.
THE PROGRAMME FOR 1979 has now been drawn up and copies will be sent out
in January.
TENTH ANNIVERSARY TREE PLANTING
Thanks to members' generous response to our appeal we soon raised all
the money needed for our tree planting on King George's Field (see article
and plan in last Bulletin). The planting has been held up, however, by the
long dry autumn and also by the plans for starting work soon on the new indoor swimming pool. Though our sites are all well clear of the new building
it has been agreed to plant first only half the trees (probably late January)
and leave the rest, which could be affected by the builders' traffic and
equipment, until the work is finished.
The work of our Society 'all seems excellent value for money' - Sussex Life,
November 1978 (see p.12)
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COUNTY STRUCTURE PLAN
Bulletin 23 (January 1978) contained a summary of our comments on the
draft West Sussex County Structure Plan. After the County Council had approved the plan at the end of April the County Planning Officer replied to our
five points thus:
1 Adequacy of Housing Land: An annual monitoring report will indicate
whether any adjustment of policy is necessary but the most recent survey (July
1977) suggests ten years supply, to which County would not wish to add at this
stage.
2 A264-M23 Link: effect on Holtye Road: The improvements west of East
Grinstead 'will not of themselves generate a significant amount of extra
traffic' and the amount using the A264 east of East Grinstead 'is not sufficient
to warrant major improvements' in view of limited finance and other priorities.
3 Brick Pavements: County policy is to replace like with like but 'in response
to a iqiiest from the East Grinstead Town Council, and from one of its own
members, the Roads and Transportation Committee agreed to make an exception' and asphalt has been laid.
4 Crawley/East Grinstead Gap: Protection is given by policies confining
housing and industrial development to land already allocated, extending Green
Belt and presuming against development in open areas between towns and villages.
5 Services: Matter for Mid Sussex local plan, depending on suitable land's
being allocated and on private investment which 'is not within the scope of
planning control
OTHER PLANNING NEWS
Our criticism of potentially dangerous or undesirable features of the INNER
RELIEF ROAD were displayed at our exhibition and prominently reported later
in the Press. Now that the road is open it remains to be seen if they happily
prove to be ill-founded or whether further representations on our part will be
needed. We intend also to keep a careful eye on the implementation of the
promised landscaping scheme and the general clearing up. We supported Cr
King's inspired suggestion of Beeching Cut as the name for the road.
In addition to our regular comments to the District Council on routine
planning applications we have made known our support for paving stones
rather than asphalt in London Road. At the same time we called for reduction in the width of the road where practicable, strict control of parking, provision of trees and seats and a general face-lift linked to a similar scheme in
the High Street. We have offered to give all the help we can. We decided
not to object in principle to the Boots 'superstore' proposals and we favoured
the extension of the Bluebell Railway.
The Town Council decided in November to withdraw the facility whereby
our planning sub-committee was able to see applications in the Museum at
week-ends, except for those relating to historic buildings or the conservation area, on the grounds that it would otherwise be difficult to refuse similar
access to any other group that asked for it. Since our concern is for the
whole town and what is done to it in our generation, we have had to arrange
to see all the applications during office hours in the way open to any member
of the public. Fortunately enough of our appropriately qualified members
can usually be available then but it will be harder to get a copy of our comments to the town council in time for its planning meetings.

CEMETERY CHAPELS
Our efforts to find a user to guarantee the future of this building continue
undeterred. A report by a surveyor member indicates that some £7000 will
be required for essential repairs (far less, of course, than the cost of a new
building of the same size and probably able to attract grant aid). The urgency
seems to have gone out of the search for a young peoples arts workshop. A
meeting of voluntary organisations and our committee, sponsored by the Town
Maror. came up with many good ideas but all without the wherewithal for initial funding or subsequent income for maintenance. It was therefore decided
to look for acceptable light industrial, commercial or warehousing uses and it
has been suggested that we might aid the process by applying for outline planning permission for such a change of use.. By such means the chapels could
at least be kept standing and in repair until" Oiey are better appreciated for
their value as architecture.
OTHER ACTIVITIES
NEXT BULLETIN: Everything humanly possible will be done to ensure that
Bulletin 26, for May 1979, will appear on time. A number of interesting articles is already in hand but those with any sort of contributions to offer are
urged to send them as soon as possible to Mr M.J.Leppard, Sackville School.
Small items of news and comment are particularly welcome, and letters intended for publication.
BACK NUMBERS OF BULLETINS can be ordered at the Museum or from Mr
Leppard (as above) at the prices noted below (postage extra)
Numbers 1, 2, 11, 12, 13
4 9 6 1 7, 8 1 10
3 5 5 9 14, 15, 19 9 20, 22 9 23 9 24
9 9 16, 17, 18, 21

each 30 n.p.
20
15
10

Unwanted back numbers are always welcome for resale. Damaged and defective ones can always be tcannibalisedt to make them complete again.
Please contact Mr Leppard if you have any to dispose of or leave them at the
Museum.
EXHIBITION PROGRAMMES can be obtained in the same way at the reduced
price of 10 n.p. Full details of all our activities make them a useful souvenir of our tenth anniversary.
A PROJECT FOR 1979? In 1977 we marked the Queen 's Jubilee by restoring the
Churchyard railings. This year we have marked our tenth anniversary by
raising money for tree planting on King George's Field. Should we have
another project for 1979? If so, what might it be? Ideas to any of the committee.
THE TREE SURVEY and THE PHOTOGRAPHIC SURVEY continue their tasks.
Information from Mr P.D.Wood, 29 High Street (24101) and Mr C.W.Gooiden,
Top End, Felcourt (Dormans Park 274) respectively.
WATCHER OF THE SKIES: In June our Committee appointed Mr C.E.Hartland
to keep watch on our behalf on all developments relating to C.wick Airport.
FUTURE EXHIBITIONS: The Committee has decided that exhibitions such as
we had this year require too much organisation and expense to be able to be
annual events. Small exhibitions on topical issues are favoured, as the
need arises, perhaps at the Museum if room can be made available.
'The list of its activities is an impressive one- Sussex Life
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MUSEUM FACTS
by M.J. Leppard
This article is intended to meet the request of the Town Council that we
'publish the true facts regarding the running of the Museum following a debate in which, as readers of the local press will know, councillors took exception to the reference to the Council in the following in our latest Bulletin:
'The position of the Museum is as yet insufficiently secure and will remain
so until it reaches the point when it can have its own constitution and separate existence with adequate finance for what it is trying to do and a body
of people to support it. At present it is potentially at risk from financial
difficulties, the whims of the Town Council or those involved in running it
and the lack of professional Museum experience •
This passage was a small part of a two-page review by the present writer
of the Society's local history work and was one of six specific criticisms
there made. Though all si7. criticised aspects of the Society's activities it
is interesting that no member of the Society has taken exception to any of
them, perhaps because, though a purely personal view, they accurately reflect the thinking of other members, perhaps also because they are recognised as, to a large extent, criticism by the writer of himself.
The reference to 'separate existence' is perhaps ambiguous: what was
meant was separated from the East Grinstead Society, whose primary concern
is environmental amenities and to whom a Museum can only be a peripheral
activity; separation from the Town Council or change of premises were not
in mind but existence as a legally separate entity.
It should be noted that the Museum was not stated to be actually at risk
but only potentially, and that as much from those of us involved in running it
as from the Council. It is obvious that its lack of a constitution or other proper documentation, our limited knowledge and experience in Museum matters
and the easy access of stewards and Sub-Committee members to all the contents could (but for our good sense and self-control) lead to, for example,
well-intentioned mistreatment of exhibits or the imposition of our private
fancies in arranging or re-arranging displays, or other unilateral action.
As chronicled in our Bulletins and the local press, first moves towards the
re-establishment of a local museum came from our pioneering local 'history
exhibition in 1972 but with little hope of achievement until growing interest was
rewarded by a letter from the new Town Council dated 21 July 1975 agreeing to
a Museum at East Court 'to be sponsored by the Town Council' and which our
Society was 'to manage and organise ... on the Council's behalf'.
No documents were drawn up and no other correspondence passed concerning terms and it was therefore with surprise that we heard in July 1977 (9
months after opening) a report that the Council wanted us to leave the room
we had decorated and fitted up. A letter of enquiry produced the reply that the
dampness of the room and the need for a ground floor furniture store were the
reasons for offering us the rooms we now occupy upstairs. After meeting
councillors and discussing among ourselves we agreed to accept, provided
that we could retain those rooms for at least the remainder of the Town Council's
lease of the building, that the Council accepted responsibility for the fire
authority's being satisfied with the arrangements,: that our agreement together
be drawn up in writing and that we be allowed time to prepare upstairs before
leaving the existing room. This letter was never acknowledged by the Council.
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It is unfortunate that this lack of documentation was compounded by our nonreceipt of a letter sent by the Council on 22 November 1977 concerning the terms
on which we hold keys to the building. This only came to light in correspondence
on the same subject this year, which we hope (as noted in the Museum News
below) has now been settled.
The exhibits and fittings came together from four sources: the Town Councils
collection, this Society's collection, permanent loans to the Society (almost
entirely from the parish church) and loans from the private property of Mr
C.W.Goolden. These are separately catalogued but administered as one.
Financially the Town Council is responsible for rent (notional), rates, heat,
light and insurance of permanent exhibits and fittings and gave £50 towards the
decorating when we moved upstairs. The East Grinstead Society gave £100 to
launch the Museum, plus a £100 donation from the late Mrs Webb. All subsequent financing is done through the Society's Museum tccount and draws
nothing from the Society's main account or members' subscriptions. Funds
are raised by the sale of publications (but not the Society's, the income from
which goes to the main account) and from donations from visitors and from the
audience at talks given by Mr Leppard. From the Museum account come all
the running expenses of the Museum, including purchase of exhibits, equipment,
conservation costs, insurance of temporary exhibits, literature, publicity,
decorating (except as noted above), stationery and postage.
The management of the Museum is entrusted to a Sub-Committee of the East
Grinstead Society, elected by its Executive Committee after each A.G.M., with
a councillor elected by the Council at the start of its year. The Sub-Committee
has drawn up rules of management which entrust executive and curatorial
functions to its Chairman, assisted by its Secretary.
Through this Sub-Committee or directly the East Grinstead Society is responsible for fund-raising and spending (see above), decorating and furnishing,
gathering exhibits and conserving and displaying them, seeking professional
guidance, public access, stewarding and publicity. The Town Council is responsible for heating, lighting and caretaking and the District Council is responsible for the upkeep of the building.
Every Museum must be constituted and run as if it were to last for ever.
The future of the East Grinstead Town Museum, however, is not certain (owing
to its lack of a constitution of its own and proper documentation) beyond either
the expiry of the Town Council's present lease of East Court or the next parish
council elections, for a new and differently composed Council might be less
sympathetic than the present one.
Meanwhile we continue to acknowledge the facilities generously proviibd by
the Town Council, without which the Museum could never have come into existence. If any of the adverse comments have been too strongly expressed then
I apologise, but it cannot be denied that the Museum is potentially at risk.
LOCAL REFERENCES IN SUSSEX ARCHAEOLOGICAL COLLECTIONS ( cont!d)
iFamily at E.G.
vol.42 (1899) pp.42,45 Bow
pp184-6 Hundred of E.G. in Hundred Roll, C13
p.217 Parvise over porch of original E.G. Church
p.240 Inquest on Ric.Lewknor, 1616
pp.244f. Gibbs Crawfurd of Saint Hill, 1795

vol.43 (1900)

p,55 Bishop of Chichester at E.G., 1478
p.190 Honour of Aquila receipts, 1284.

MUSEUM NEWS
The Museum Sub-Committee gladly accepted in July a request from a local
resident who had just taken his B.A. in History at Kent University, Mr David
Millen, for practical experience with us of voluntary Museum work as required
before training for a Museum Career. He has been appointed the Sub-Commassistant in the curatorial work and we
ittee's Secretary and Mr Lepp
already have cause to be grateful for his work on the cataloguing of exhibits
and associated correspondence
Accessions continue to come in steadily and we are very grateful to all who
offer thcm: official letters of thanks are sent as soon as their gifts have been
accessioned. Equal thanks are due to our faithful bank of stewards, to whose
number we are, of course, always glad to welcome new recruits. The duties,
which are not onerous, come round every six weeks or so.
Thanks to the skills of our member Mr Ken Peters we now have a handsome
sign to stand outside the building whenever the Museum is open. Permanent
signs have been considered but It is thought that so long as the Museum is open
only two afternoons a week they could be misleading. Arrangements are being
made for blinds to protect the pictures from the sun.
A varied programme of temporary exhibitions in the entrance hail has continued. VISITORS' EAST GRINSTEAD, A Century of Souvenirs, in July and August was followed in Sc1:..teniber and October by J.M.NEALE AND HIS WORK IN
EAST GRINSTEAD (subsequently shown at the Public Library). The current display, MODELS BY THE SACKVILLE SCHOOL HISTORY CLUB, principally inspired
by local buildings, is the first of its kind; we hope it will encourage the historians and Museum visitors of the future and demonstrate our eagerness to
co-operate with local schools and other bodies. The subjects for the new year
have not yet been settled (suggestions and offers of ad hoc loans ate always
welcome) but we have undertaken to provide a special display for the Midland
Bank in its new sub-branch in London Road when it opens in January.
We have been pleased to welcome several special parties outside normal
opening hours, including the Surrey Archaeological Society, for whom also we
provided a speaker at the parish church.
Difficulties earlier in the year over Saturday afternoon openings have led
to a decision by the Town Council's East Court Management Committee that the
Society's key is to be held by Mr Leppard, as Chairman of the Museum SubCommittee, and lent by him to the stewards and that the other key is to be
held by the Council's representative on the Suj'-Committee, Cr J.H.Robins.
A QUERY PARTIALLY ANSWERED: In Bulletin 23 we published an appeal for information on the local activities of a noted entomologist believed to have been
named Billutts. Thanks to our members Dr P.Mattingley and Mrs V.M.Greig
we learn from his obituaries in The Entomologist and The Entomologist'
Monthly Magazine for March 1920 that his correct name was Thomas Richard
Billups, a fruit and vegetable salesman in London's Borough Market who died
on 10 December 1919 aged 78. Though 'a man of no very high educational
attainments' he obviously contributed a great deal to the study of entomology
and its organisation. Unfortunately we still lack any information connecting
him with the East Grinstead area but perhaps the facts above may enable someone to find it.

V.'
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PROPOSED ADDITIONS TO LISTED BUILDINGS
For the buildings already listed by the Department of the Environment as of
architectural or historic interest readers are referred to Bulletin 11 (January
1973). Since then Herontye has been added (on the initiative of the late Cr
Adams-Jones) but our suggestions of the cottages in West Street opposite the
car park and the Queens Road Cemetery Chapels have been rejected as of insufficient merit. Now, aided by some superb photographs specially taken by
Mr L. Gayton, we have sent in for consideration the list summarised below.
1 5-7-9 London Road (shoe shop, 1883+)
2 3 London Road (Lloyds Bank)
3 Dovecotes, Dunnings Road 0860s gatehouse)
4 7-17 Ship Street (late C18 terrace)
5 13 High Street (bank, 1893)
6 Crown (C15 remains, etc., needing further study)
7 53-57 High Street (early C19)
8 73-77A High Street (terrace, c.1858; gable matching earlier neighbouring
building in Church Lane; once Convent)
9 59-59A High Street (early C19)
10 79 High Street (C17, late C18 facade, C19 shop in front)
11 Poynders, High Street (doctor's house, 1900)
12 90 High Street (police house, c.1829)
13 1 Middle Row (bank, 1877)
14 Playfield Water Tower (W.Vaux-Graham, 1914)
15 Barton St Mary and Gatehouse, Lewes Road (Lutyens, 1906)
16 Brockhurst Dairy (c.1870; see Bulletin 23, p.7)
17 Pump House, Luxfords Farm, Luxfords Lane (mid-C19)
18 Pest House, Dorset Avenue (Cl vernacular)
19 Green Hedges Cottage (late C18/early C19; town's first cottage hospital)
20 Moat Road Clinic (1881, polychrome brick)
21 Clarendon Cottage (early C16 timber-framed annexe to listed Clarendon
House)
TREE PRESERVATION ORDERS
At our request the District Planning Officer has provided the following list of
those places in East Grinstead where tree preservation orders are in force:
The Hermitage (1972)
Harwoods Estate (1975)
Daledene, Lewes Road (1975)
Oakley Close (1976)
Harvest Hill (1976)
Four Trees, Hermitage Lane (1976)
Barton St Mary (1977)
Worsteds Farm phase 1 (1977, not confirmed)
Homelea, Lingfield Road (1977, not confirmed)
These seem remarkably few and infrequent. It is to be hoped that our tree
survey will soon lead to recommendations for additions.
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THE ELEPHANT'S HEAD
by M.J. Leppard
In the 1860s members of the temperance movement began founding coffee
public houses. By 1884 there were over
1500 of them in the British Isles.
The photograph here (from an unattributed postcard) shows the building erected in Queens Road 'at the sole cost of'
Mrs Oswald Smith of Hammerwood to be
the Elephant's Head Coffee Tavern, whose
opening on Monday 22 December 1879 was
enthusiastically reported in the January
1880 parish magazine.
A few friends met Mr and Mrs Smith in the afternoon for tea, coffee and 'viands
supplied in profusion', then the doors were thrown open to the public at 6 p.m. Mr
Bedford the manager and his assistant were 'ready, attentive and most obliging'
and 'beds are provided for lodgers and will prove a boon to many in a town where
accommodation is so much in demand'. A large room was available for meetings
and social gatherings.
The tavern took its name from the family crest of the Smiths who were liberal
local benefactors; at about the same time, for example, they were building Hammerwood Church, having already in 1872 commissioned Norman Shaw to design a school
and chapel there.
Penny tokens redeemable at the Elephant's Head were issued (ensuring that
tramps and others could not spend on beer whatever they succeeded in begging);
we have one in our Museum. In January 1881 a Mutual Improvement Society was
formed there, meeting weekly for debate, discussion, reading and entertainment,
encouraged by Mrs Smith. Our 1885 guide East Grinstead and its Environs described it as 'a capacious structure of the Queen Anne period' but it had proved
unsuccessful and on 2 September that year was leased to the Ragged School Union
for a holiday home, as shown above. Subsequently it became the Cottage Hospital
(1901), Literary and Scientific Institute (1936) and (recently, and without its chimneys) a light industrial works.
An article on coffee public houses by Mark Girouard in Country Life for 9
October 1975 distinguishes two types: those which imitated contemporary pubs
and 'those built to conform to the tastes of the refined and well-intentioned
patrons'. The most attractive of the latter, he says, were designed by Ernest
George 'in the "Old English" and "Queen Anne" styles which Norman Shaw and
others had made fashionable, with prominent roofs, tall slender chimney-stacks,
decorative panels of moulded brickwork, oriel windows and half-timbered gables'.
That our tavern belonged to that category is clearly shown in the photograph.
It seems reasonable to conclude that it is one of George's designs, or just possibly by Shaw himself in view of his known work for the Smiths at Hammerwood.
It would be good to hear of any evidence that could settle the matter.
(The date 1907 on a rainwater head at the front must be from the time the plainer
side portion of the building was added.)
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RECENT PUBLICATIONS
ST MARY IS CHURCH: An unpretentious duplicated guidebook, believed to be its
first ever, has now appeared (no author or date, 10 n. p. at the Church).
There are chronologies of the building and Vicars (but not of the parish or
curates), dated information on the u;::i--s (though few names of designers
or artists) and (rare but welcome in such a publication) suggestions for prayer
at the various features. The hut which served in turn as omporary navë and
Church hail was not, as stated, 'originally an old gançors' hut from when the
railway was first brought to East Grinstead' but a new hut for the navvy mission
provided by the dicesan authorities during the extension of our railway system
to Lewes and Oxted, 1881-4. It then served as a mission Church at Kingscote
before transfer to St Mary's. To those who do not know it St Mary's can be
recommended as a successful example of reworking gothic idioms in brick,
wood and stone without either elaboration or obvious economy and for some fine
features: a baldacchino by Sir Ninian Comper, glass by Geoffrey Wobb (who
had his studio in East Grinstead) and rich vestments worked at car Convent.
M.J.L.
MID SUSSEX GUIDE: A second edition of the official guide by Mr M.J.Leppard
has just been issued. There are some attractive new photographs, the factual
information has been brought up to date and augmented, and some of the critithe incisms of the first edition (reviewed in our Bulletin 18) met by,
clusion of national grid references for focal points in each settlement and of
population figures for parishes.
EXPLORING MUSEUMS IN SUSSEX is an attractive new booklet now on sale in
our Museum, which receives due notice along with 52 others of very varied
scope. For each details of opening times and charges, parking and refreshments, and aim and contents are given and there is a-location map. 15 n.p.
SUSSEX LIFE for August 1978 devoted a whole page to reproducing our third set
of postcards, with one of the second set, and the- November issue included a
special article by Antoinette Russell 'Watchdog for an Ancient Town' celebrating our tenth anniversary n a most gratifying and encouraging way.
THE SUSSEX FAMILY HISTORY GROUP has published Eastern Sussex Workhouse
Census, 1851 (75 n.p.), including the 80 paupers, master, mistress and nurse
in our workhouse. Its magazine, Sussex Family Historian, vol. 5, no.3 (June
1978 9 40 n.p.), includes 14 East Grinstead names in a list of East Sussex
Recusants in 1641, almost exactly the same as presented to the Archdeacon
e previous year in a list among our parish records. (Obtainable from
M.J.Burchall, 4/33 Sussex Square, Brighton; postage extra).
THE SUSSEX INDUSTRIAL ARCHAEOLOGY SOCIETY'S Newsletter 20 (October
1978) has a note by H.Frost arguing from current natural regeneration of
tre'es on Ashdown Forest that it was grazing and cropping rather than the iron
industry that turned the Forest into heathiand.
FOREST FOCUS:
first number (Summer 1977, 20 n.p.) of this new
'community magazine' is an interesting mixture of memories, history, contemporary information and photographs relating to the Forest Row area and
some general articles apparently based on t'' principles of Rudolf Steiner.
ASHURST WOOD NEWS: Numbers 3 & 4 (March & October 1978) of this publication have been received. Copies (15 & 20 n.p.) from Mrs G.Shuttleworth,
19 School Lane, Ashurst Wood.
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FOREST WAY
by K.M. Jefferies
Forest Way is a linear country park which has been created along the route
of the disused railway between East Grinstead and Groombridge via Forest Row,
Hartfield and Withyham. The total length is about 9 1 miles and is intended for
quiet enjoyment of the countryside while walking, cycling or riding.
For those not wishing to undertake a .alk of 9- i- miles the stretch between
East Grinstead and Forest Row is well worth a visit for both local and natural
historians.
Starting in Herontye Drive, the track proceeds in a straight line and after
a short while there are good views to the left of the Brockhurst Dairy, described in Bulletin 23. Further on the track passes under Luxfords Lane which
forms the boundary between East and West Sussex. Access has been provided
at this point for walkers and riders. Going on further, an outstanding viewpoint and picnic area has been provided on top of the embankment, giving a
view of Weir Wood Reservoir, the iedway valley and Ashdown Forest beyond.
J.

The next point of interest is reached via a subsidiary path which has been
made along the top of a high embankment, climbed by rustic steps. Through
the hedgerow are glimpses of the ruins of Brambletye Castle and at one point
there is an uninterrupted view of them, now standing among modern farm
buildings. All praise is due to the Forest Row Junior Red Cross group for its
work in
;j,
and restoring the ruins, This project was a national winner
in the Shell Mex Better Britain competition in 1976 and the prize money was
used for further professional work on the east tower. The Department of the
Environment gave a grant for work on the middle tower.
After traversing Brambletye crossing, still complete with gates and
crossing-keeper Vs house, the route doubles as a nature reserve. This is
also a project of the Forest Row Junior Red Cross, proclaimed by boards at
either end. It is disappointing to see that the board near the crossing has
been ruined by vandals. The Junior Red Cross has planted trees, wild daffodils and other plants and keeps the A22 entrance mown and tidy. The work
is undertaken on one Saturday every month and during the holidays.
On reaching Forest Row the intrepid may walk on to Hartfield and others
can return to East Grinstead either on foot or by bus.
An excellent guide has been produced by East Sussex County Council (15
n.p., on sale in our Museum) containing a map showing the route and its
access points, illustrated text on features of interest visible from the line,
places of interest open to the public within reasonable distance and useful
information regarding public transport, parking and refresh 'ts.
The Forest Way has a warden who is responsible for daily maintenance and
it is interesting to note that the route was prepared by a team of four men
urer the government's job creation scheme. They cleared undergrowth,
made fire-boaters, installed drinking fountains and made seats placed at intervals along the route and rustic furniture for picnic areas.
There is, however, one disadvantage if starting in East Grinstead, which
is lack of signposting. Anyone without local knowledge would have great
difficulty in findinq the access point. The easiest way is to find the inter-
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section of the route and Herontye Drive and proceed from there. This omission
may show a lack of initiative on the part of West Sussex or perhaps a lack of
liaison between East and West. Maybe the situation will be rectified when the
Inner Relief Road workings on the Lewes Road are finished.

NEWS AND VIEWS
EVERYONE LOVES A TUNNEL, or so one would suppose from the continuing enquiries about the mysterious tunnel found during the relief road works and prominently featured in the local press. Rather less prominence was given to the
subsequent discovery, in local government records, that it was cut when the
railway was extended in 1866 in order to take the London Road drainage via the
railway to the rest of the system. Meanwhile members of Unit Two, the caving
group which explored and researched the find, are understood to be investigating
the physical evidence for the tunnels which by perdurable local legends link to
each other the parish church, Sackville College, all the houses in the High
Street, Brambletye Castle and Gullege Farm.
CHURCH ROOF: As many readers will know, our parish church has to find something like £20,000 for urgent treatment or replacement of rotted timbers in
large stretches of the roof. Application is being made to the Department of the
Environment for one of its new 50% grants for historic churches, several fundraising events are being organised and the Town Mayor has promised the proceeds of his 1979 charity ball. Anyone who would like to help should contact
Mrs F.A.Standen, 6 Musgrave Avenue.
ZION CHAPEL: The departure of the resident congregation, recently reported in
the local press, causes misgivings for the future of this listed building, almost
our only example of early 19th century brickwork. For it is not in good repair
and the trustees have an obligation to do the best they can commercially by their
unused property.
POST AND RAILS: The rather unusually shaped posts and rails along the Fairfield
Road length of Lewes Road are often remarked as an example of the distinctiveness
in small features which contributes to the character of a town but their condition is far from good. Responsibility for their upkeep and for the adjoining Bank
belongs to the County Council. They seem, from the evidence of pictures, to
date back to c.1896 when the area was sold for housing.
GOLDEN BOOTS: The golden boot in London Road is rightly much admired as
another contribution to the street scene, of a kind now seldom seen. It would
be interesting to know how many golden boots survive elsewhere. There is a
wooden one, shorter than ours, at Bath and a rather battered metal one at Maidstone. Do readers know any others?
COLOURED LAMP-POSTS: Amid our long and so far unfruitful campaign to have
the silver paint on our metal lamp-posts replaced by suitable colours it has escaped attention that we have a few coloured ones already, some of the concrete
ones at Mount Noddy in a now dingy and fast-flaking pale blue.
BOUQUETS to Tandridge District Council for the care put into preparing its
planning guide for the Eden Vale development on our boundary and to Messrs
Woolworth's for thorough cleaning of their shop inside and out every morning
before opening.
OLD NEWSREEL FILMS of local events, made for the Whitehall Cinema, formed
a large part of a fascinating television programme on 7 June, first shown on
:r:• television only. It is to be hoped that some kind of recording has been
kept.
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LIBRARY NEWS
Recent accessions likely to interest members include
301. 5794225
582.16
609.422
691.0942
711.4
711.4
711.6
720.942.081
Q728.80942
910.91
913.31
R942.25

Time to Spare in Victorian England
(from Sussex sources)
Wilkinson,G.
Epitaph for the Elm
The
Batsford Guide to the Industrial ArchaeoHaseIfoot,A.J.
logy of South East England (few local items)
Building Materials (Longman's Industrial
Hudson,K.
Archaeology Series)
An Introduction to Town Planning Techniques
Roberts ,M.
(1974)
Planned Expansion of Country Towns (1968)
Seeiey,I.H.
Warren,G.
Vanishing Street Furniture
Dixon, R.
Victorian Architecture
Wilson,M.
The English Country House and its Furnishings
Beaujeu-Garnier,J. Urban Geography
Evans,J.G.
An Introduction to Environmental Archaeology
The South Saxons
Brandon,P.F.
Lowerson,J.R.

Pamphlets
West Sussex County Structure Plan, latest additions
East Sussex County Structure Plan
Surrey County Structure Plan
West Sussex County Council, Transport Policy and Programme
Mid Sussex District Council, Draft Haywards Heath Interim District Plan
Tandridge District Council, Eden Vale Development Plan Brief
Countryside Commission, Pamphlets on Grants for Conservation & Recreation
and for Tree Planting
Church of St Mary the Virgin, East Grinstead, church guide
R.H.A.

GASWORKS WATER TOWER
We regret that the note on this subject in our last issue gave the wrong date
for this tower. The parish magazine for January 1881 reports the opening of
the new waterworks, retorts and receivers on 21 December 1880, followed by
a luncheon at the Crown where 'Success to the East Grinstead Gas and Water
Company' was drunk in a glass of the water. In November 1883 the magazine reports 'The large tank for the new water tower is being put in its place,
and the tower itself will form a conspicuous feature in the views of that part of
East Grinstead.' The builder's name, W.Pledge,comes from W.R.Pepper,
East Grinstead and Its Environs (1885), p.19. Pepper characterises it as
fine piece of building, being ornamental as well as useful' and 'a good specimen of local ability'. He includes his own drawing of it among the illustrations on the front cover of his book and we print a modern photograph on the
front of this Bulletin.
I'M FREE, a handbook of holiday activities distributed to all secondary school
pupils in the town at the end of the summer term, gave valuable publicity to
our exhibition and Museum.
WELCOME BACK? In 1890, with the demolition of the Round Houses (Constitutional Buildings site) the town lost its only known back-to-back houses. Now,
two hundred years after they were put up, the form has returned in some onebedroomed houses on the Estcots Estate.
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TENTH ANNIVERSARY EXHIBITION REPORT
If one 's strongest memory of the exhibition is the incessant unseasonable
rain it is soon balanced by recalling the goodwill which nevertheless prevailed
among members, guest exhibitors and visitors alike and the very real and
successful teamwork in the sharing of responsibility among so many organisers of sections (listed below). Special thanks are due to our President for
his whole-hearted support at the opening and to the Town Mayor and Chairman
of the District Council whose attendance symbolised the value set on our work
by the local community. Mention must also be made of the key role played by
the Jefferies family in keeping the whole Liiiig going as smoothly as possible
(there always seemed to be at least one member on hand to do jobs, advise or
produce something to drink) and of the enthusiasm and friendliness of the
Junior members of the Natural History Society whose stand provided a welcoming focus of interest.
Undoubtedly the rain affected attendance (about 750) and consequently the
takings but the donations carboy proved a valuable compensation. We should
probably have broken even on the expenses if the hire charge for the hall had
not gone up so steeply (as we only discovered after the event) and therefore
we have all the more reason to be grateful to the Town Council for the £50
guarantee upon which (for only the second time in our six exhibitions to date)
we shall have to call.
EXHIBITION ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
ORGANISERS OF SECTIONS:
Mr M.J.Leppard (co-ordinator), Mr M.J.Berry, Mr C.W.Goolden, Mr C.E.
Hartland, Mr D.G.Jefferies, Mrs K.M.Jefferies, Mr D.G.Joyce and Mr
P.D.Wood.
GUEST EXHIBITORS:
East Grinstead Natural History Society, Lingfield and District Amenity Society,
The Sussex Family History Group, The Wealden Iron Research Group and (on
the work of the Civic Trust) Mr D.G.Jefferjes.
HANDBILLS AND PROGRAMME: DESIGN: D.G.Jefferies and M.J.Leppard.
TEXT: Organisers of sections.
FURNITURE AND MATERIALS CO-ORDINATORS: R.H.Adderley and B.W.Divall.
LOAN OF MATERIALS: Chequer Mead School, East Grinstead Further Education
Centre, Mrs R.D.R.Hawkesworth, St. Swithun's Parochial Church Council.
USE OF HALL: Miss E.F.Feltwell and West Sussex County Council.
STEWARDS:
Mesdames Beale, Dunmore, Ellis, Golding, Greig, Heron, Jackson, Jefferies,
Mills, Mitchell, Rees, Rogers, Rushman, Smart, Vallance (co-ordinator),
Winter; The Misses Bunting, Ellis, Jacomb Hood, Pritchett, Shephard, Willatts;
Messrs Adderley, Bradshaw, Cook, Gayton, Gobey, Goolden, Hall, Hartland,
Hoad, Jefferies, King, Leppard, Miller, Milne, Peters, Pritchett, Shorney,
Slater ) Valiance, Wareham.
FROM THE VISITORS' BOOK
I wish we had something like this in our home town (in Holland) ... Thank
you for all that you are doing for our town ... Now I know more about E.G •
Wish I could have helped ... If I were not a member I'd join
Worth all the effort.

